Informed, principal, citizens who:
Enterprising, Creative learners who:




Find and use information to express an opinion

Set a difficult challenge for themselves and enjoy doing it



Know what’s happening to the planet



Help the planet, people and animals in anyway and voice



Understand and think of the effect the choices they make



Use their knowledge in difference circumstances



Like to solve problems and ask questions



Speak Welsh with confidence



Are able to explain their ideas clearly



Use numbers correcly in different ways



Use technology creatively to speak, create documents and
analyzing data.



Discuss what they have learnt and better themselves for the

their concerns

4 PURPOSES



Learn about the local community, their Country and the



Respect other people’s thoughts and opinions as they are all



Show that they are prepared to make the world a better

BRO
DYFRDWY

next time


have on their lives and planet
world past, present and future.
different

..........are ready to learn every time!

place to live and are ready to be citizens of Wales and the
rest of the world.

Healthy and confident individuals who:

Ambitious, capable learners who:


Use and share their information and skills to create new
ideas.



Think creatively to try again to solve a problem



Sees an opportunity and takes advantage of it.



Try difficult and challeging tasks – think green.



Leads and plays different positions as part of a team whilst



Shares ideas and feelings in a different way e.g. paper,

trying their upmost best every time.
computer, whiteboard, ipad, hwb, writting and concern box.


Try their best to help others succeed

‘yn y llaw fach.
mae’r holl fyd’



Look after themselves and others



Think of other people’s feelings and be fair with everyone.



Don’t just talk about being healthy, but be healthy!



Remember to have fun whilst being active and eating
healthy.



Find out how to learn to be safe and active



are healthy, are active, and go for it!



Keep safe and think carefully before making a decision



Go for it and enjoy performing. We are here to support
each other.



Respect everyone, are kind and make new friends.



Go for it and think green when facing new challenges.



Are independent and enjoy learning new things to develop



Are an important part of the community and are eager to

their daily skills.
help

